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MAHLE is focusing increasingly on renewable
energy
• Better energy-efficiency with new photovoltaic system at European locations
• Worldwide roll-out of solar initiative
• Important milestones of CO2 roadmap achieved: Production in Germany
carbon-neutral since the end of 2021
• Current MAHLE Sustainability Report 2021 examined and verified by external
auditing body for first time
In 2021, the MAHLE Group has achieved important milestones of its CO2
roadmap. All MAHLE locations in Germany became climate neutral. The
company has started an extensive, worldwide solar initiative in order to
supply its locations with energy from its own production. With their new
photovoltaic systems, the European MAHLE locations in Parma (Italy) and
Montblanc (Spain) are already less dependent on the volatile energy
markets and now cover part of their electricity requirements locally,
decentrally, and carbon-neutral from their own production. MAHLE’s
recently published Sustainability Report for the 2021 reporting year, which
was prepared in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
standards, and which was examined and verified by external auditors for
the first time, provides an overview of the progress made in the technology
group’s sustainability strategy. Other important issues such as health and
occupational safety, sustainable supply chains, diversity, and human rights
were also highlighted.
“As a foundation-owned company, we believe we have a unique responsibility
towards people and the environment. That is why we should not only continue to
set ourselves technological benchmarks, but also in terms of sustainability and
socially relevant corporate governance,” said Georg Dietz, member of the
Management Board whose areas of responsibility include sustainability,
environmental management, and occupational safety in the MAHLE Group.
“The effectiveness of our sustainability management has now also been verified
by an independent auditor. This is why we will resolutely continue to pursue our
path. Sustainability is an all-encompassing issue that will continue to grow in
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relevance,” said Kathrin Apel, Global Head of Sustainability, Health, Occupational
Safety, and Environmental Management at MAHLE.
The MAHLE Sustainability Report 2021 is available on the MAHLE website
https://www.mahle.com/en/investor-relations/financial-reports/

The MAHLE Sustainability Report provides
information on MAHLE’s sustainability
strategy. It was examined and verified by
external auditing bodies for the first time.

Georg Dietz, member of the Group Management Board
and responsible, among other things, for sustainability,
environmental management, and occupational safety in
the MAHLE Group

Photovoltaic systems, such as the one here in the
Parma/Italy location, make MAHLE less dependent on
volatile energy markets

Kathrin Apel, Global Head of Sustainability, Health,
Occupational Safety and Environmental Management
at MAHLE
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Contacts in MAHLE Corporate Communications:
Ingo Schnaitmann
Head of Media Relations
Phone: +49 711 501-13185
E-mail: ingo.schnaitmann@mahle.com
Margarete Dinger
Head of Content Hub
Phone: +49 711 501-12369
E-mail: margarete.dinger@mahle.com

About MAHLE
MAHLE is a leading international development partner and supplier to the automotive industry with customers in the passenger
car and commercial vehicle sectors. The technology group, which was founded in 1920, is working on the climate-neutral
mobility of tomorrow with a focus on the strategic fields of electromobility and thermal management as well as other technology
fields to reduce CO2 emissions, for example fuel cells and highly efficient combustion engines that can also run on e-fuels or
hydrogen. Currently the share of MAHLE sales earned independently from the internal combustion engine for passenger cars
amounts to more than 60 percent and is to increase to 75 per cent by 2030. Half of all the vehicles in the world now contain
MAHLE components.
In 2021, MAHLE generated sales of approx. EUR 11 billion and is represented in over 30 countries with more than 71,000
employees in 160 production locations and 12 major research and development centers. (Last revised: 2021-12-31)
#weshapefuturemobility
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